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Local Space is a powerful relocation technique and it is easy to understand.
Just imagine that at the moment of your birth your father picked you up and
walked outside. As he looked around the landscape, he could perhaps see
the Sun in one compass direction, the Moon in another, and (if it was an
evening birth) perhaps Venus, Jupiter, and Mars in the night sky in still other
directions.

If we draw a line from where your dad stood toward the direction of each of
the planets as they appeared at your birth moment, that line would not only
pass through the planet in the sky, but also through any number of cities in that
same direction on the earth. Local Space is about charting the heavenly and
earthly positions on a single map. The direction of a planet in the sky is also a
direction on a geographic map on earth. This is Local Space, the space
surrounding you, wherever you are now. You can read more about the history
and nature of Local Space at the end of this report, if you are interested, but
here is the general idea.

In the local space chart every object in the universe, celestial and mundane
has a valid position. Not only the planets and the stars, but on an equal basis
cities, countries, and even the local water tower or friends' houses can be
represented. All that we have to know is the direction in space, the orientation,
not the distance. In local space the heavens and earth, the celestial and
mundane (geographic) spheres, exist side by side and are interchangeable. A
star is a city is a neighbor. We can walk toward, write letters to, or get up and
travel into, for instance, our Venus: and what is perhaps equally important, we
do this all the time!

More startling yet, we can travel into our natal planets, since they also
represent a direction on the map in the chart of local space. Here, in a
hopeless intermingling of the various astrological reference planes and of
objects on the earth, a strange, and I must confess,  somewhat magical view
of our world begins to unfold and emerge: one in which every city and friend
becomes a radiating center of influence.

In this local space, the long tradition of witchcraft and magic begins to
become understandable; here local deities and preferred directions become
the rule, and the world seems a tangle of significance. The psychedelic
character in local space charts is unmistakable and appears to be intrinsic to
the system. The world appears as kind of a grand talisman or vast ritual
ground, and the closest popular image of a similar nature in modern
consciousness is the remarkable world of Don Juan as generated by the
author Carlos Castaneda.
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Here is no "subtle plane", but a personal landscape painted in bold and clear
strokes, and tailor made to fit the psyche of each individual. Here is a world
where the modern man or woman is learning to move across the face of this
earth in an endless dance of adjustment and tuning of their nativity -- of their
self - individuals driven in particular directions on a checkerboard world,
unable to resist travelling toward a goal that is no particular place on earth so
much as it is a direction imprinted within them, the direction of a force or
planet, "There! where Power hovers", to use Don Juan's expression. In a word,
here is perhaps the most direct of astrological systems, where the obvious is
enthroned and the subtle unnecessary.
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The Local Space Chart for your birth is included below. We don't expect you to
be able to read it. That is what this report does for you, but you might like to
have a copy for reference. For the most part, the interpretations are laid out,
step by step.

This report will first examine your birth place in detail, and then look at the
relocated location, after which there will be a section on what happens when
the two local space charts are brought together. Keep in mind that your natal
Local Space chart will continue to have meaning for you, even if you
relocated. By relocating, you can modify and enhance (or the reverse!)
whatever is in your birth chart.

Each section takes you through images and interpretive text for that location.
Although I don't want to get too technical here, there are several things
astrologers keep in mind when looking at the Local Space chart. You are not
expected to know them, but it won't hurt to list them here:

CITY DIRECTIONS

Are there any planets in the direction of a particular city?

PLANETS ON THE HORIZON

Are there any planets near the horizon, that is: having low altitude and
therefore high focus?

PLANETS IN CONJUNCTION

Are there Planets in conjunction (close together) in the local space  chart?

FOUR CARDINAL DIRECTIONS

Are there any planets near the four cardinal directions: North, South, East, and
West?

The sections that follow will detail each of the above categories, plus a fifth
category (Space Transits), where the natal planets are brought to the
relocated planets and interrelations interpreted.
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Los Angeles,  CA  118W24'00"  033N55'48"
Orb from Planet Lines

The Sun is the
Self, identity,
future, father,
authority, men,
teachers, elders.

The Sun

The Moon is our
support system,
mourishment, past,
habits, memory,
public, mother,
and womb. The Moon

Mercury is the light
in our eyes, the
mind, ideas, study,
communications,
connections,
and thoughts. Mercury

Venus is love,
loving, values,
valuing, caring,
appraisal, money,
appreciation, and
compassion. Venus

Mars is drive and
motivation, what
moves us to
action, ambition,
and the search
for union. Mars

Jupiter is the life
path and career,
vocation, success,
guidance and
guru, the way we
go through life. Jupiter

Saturn is the law,
discipline, authority,
and responsibility.
Also limitations,
determination,
and obstacles. Saturn

Uranus is freedom
and innovation
insights and
inventions,
break-throughs,
the unusual. Uranus

Neptune is unity,
imatination, and
communion, also
music, movies,
and spirituality
of all kinds. Neptune

Pluto is transformation,
vulnerability, and deep
inner change, and
sensitivity, alchemy,
and identification. Also
control and force. Pluto

Santiago 000°35'
Tijuana 001°54'
Puerto Vallarta 006°23'
Buenos Aires 007°20'
Lima 009°49'
Mexico City 018°25'
Rio de Janeiro 024°50'
Panamá 026°03'
Bogotá 026°25'
Brasília 027°48'

Peking 007°56'
San Francisco 008°13'
Hanoi 013°16'
Shanghai 016°57'
Hong Kong 018°34'
Tokyo 023°08'
Singapore 026°25'
Manila 028°58'

Cancún 002°40'
Salvador, BRZ 002°47'
Caracas 005°15'
Tucson 005°58'
Cape Town 006°43'
San Antonio 009°41'
Havana 009°49'
Galveston 012°38'
Austin 013°00'
Houston 013°27'
San Juan 014°31'
Tempe 015°32'

Springfield 000°26'
Philadelphia 000°30'
Lancaster 000°33'
Pittsburgh 001°08'
Lafayette 001°30'
New York 001°55'
Cleveland 003°17'
Toledo 003°47'
South Bend 004°14'
Boston 004°53'
Chicago 004°55'
Swampscott 005°05'

Auckland 009°25' Sydney 003°23'
Auckland 016°55'

Sydney 001°48'
Auckland 015°20'
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Los Angeles,  CA
Azimuth and Altitude

Moon N.N.W. 120°53  63°14

Sun S.E. 308°08  58°25

Mercury E.S.E. 340°50  53°10

Venus S.S.W. 238°19  40°45

Mars S.W. 230°31  30°34

Jupiter E.N.E.  22°20   8°57

Saturn W.S.W. 213°04   9°10

Uranus W.S.W. 205°34   4°07

Neptune W.S.W. 207°09   0°45

Pluto W.N.W. 156°22  33°15
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Highlights for Los Angeles,  CA
Here is the main planet and life-area activated in your natal chart. In others,
when we add up all of the significant astrological factors at your birth, this
particular planet (and what it signifies) tops the list, so you do want to pay
careful attention to which planet

Spirituality and Imagination
What a lovely get-away this could be, somewhere the more spiritual and
imaginative part of you is enshrined, rather than treated like a second-class
citizen. This is literally a wonderful place to visit or live for you, where flights of
fancy and everything seems ideal and possible, where real togetherness is
possible, and reality looks and feels a lot like you always dreamed it could. You
may feel instantly at home, and just kind of merge with the community, like a
dewdrop slips into the ocean.

But the reverse is also true. If you are already flighty, unrealistic, and prone to
an overactive imagination, you could really lose your grip in this spot, get lost,
and wake up someday (if ever) without anything real to hand onto. This may
be like the 1960s come alive, but also a place where you lose all sense of
responsibility.
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There are many factors to consider when examining the Local Space chart for
a location. When all the analysis is done, usual a few planets are highlighted
for a particular place, and one particular planet as what we could call the
'KEY' to that location.

The following image shows how the top three strongest bodies in this Local
Space chart might combine to create a single message. That message is
shown by an Astro*Image card and the interpretive text.

Intense Thinking:
Basic Idea:
A certain sense of resignation, the ability to accept problems and to take
things as they come. Being able to live with tension.

Relations:
Embracing the irritations in Relations. Working with a situation.
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Altitude for Los Angeles,  CA
One of the most powerful local space factors is when a planet or body has
very low altitude and therefore is right on or near the plane of the local horizon.
It is similar to having this body rising or setting in the chart and will make the
particular body much more powerful in the chart (and life), for better or for
worse. An altitude can be above or below your local horizon, by any amount
from zero (on the horizon) to plus or minus 90 degrees.

You will want to study with care any planets with low altitude, with an eye to
whether the nature of the particular body is something you actually want more
of or less of in your life. If the answer is no, then a relocation to such a location
may not be auspicious. However, if this is a quality you would like to have more
of in your life, then you might want to visit the place and check out how it feels
to you.

Insights and Breakthroughs
The planet Uranus brought onto the plane of the local horizon (very low
altitude) highlights discovery, invention, and insights. It is a perfect place if you
really need a breakthrough of some kind or yearn for the strange and unusual,
just something different.

Here it will definitely be easier for you to get out-of-the-box, to break the rules a
bit, and experience the extraordinary or at least the non-conventional.
Adventures and discoveries of all kind could happen here. On the other hand,
if your life is already to 'far out', if you are already struggling to be like everyone
else a little bit more, than you don't want to come here, because this will just
exacerbate the problems you already have.

"To see eternity in a grain of sand," that is Uranus, finding new uses for everyday
objects. It has come to stand for anything out of the ordinary: the unusual,
eccentric, unconventional, novel, and innovative. It also brings
independence, rebellion, and revolution. It is the opposite or undoing of Saturn
rules and regulations.
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Imagination and Unity
Neptune on the plane of the local horizon (very low altitude) brings into focus a
more other-worldly experience, an escape to a more dreamy or imaginative
sphere, a place where what unites is stronger than what divides, where all the
fine arts, like music, film, poetry, and the like are enthroned and prospering.

This pot makes for a perfect sojourn into the more spiritual or religious side of
your self, where you could find increased compassion and acceptance of
whatever you have that needs embracing or acceptance.

However, if you are already to fuzzy minded, too lost in the clouds, and
generally not responsible or responding to what you ought to, then do stay
away. In this place you could really go on a bender, not just physically, but
mentally and spiritually as well. You could get lost in the clouds very easily here.

Neptune represents compassion, acceptance, unity, and universal love. "The
dewdrop slips into the shining sea," is what this planet is about, anything to do
with communion, and non-separateness. Neptune rules the imagination,
dreams, mysticism and inspiration, including music, movies, film, and anything
related to our ideas and images.

Career or Life Path
Jupiter here is brought onto the plane of the local horizon (very low altitude),
which has to do with success, succession, and simple continuance - how we
manage to continue and get through life. This is a career-friendly location, a
place where problems can be solved and a life path or direction determined.
I could well be worth a visit or even a prolonged stay if you are trying to get
your bearing and set your sails.

This locale is all about practical guidance and decisions, which may suggest
that it would not be the ideal vacation spot if you want to get away from
thinking like a lawyer or don't want to have an angle on everything. In other
words, this is not a 'sense-y" or sensually-oriented spot, so keep that in mind.
This is a figure-it-out and get-guidance place.

One of the Hindu words for Jupiter is "guru," and that tells us a lot. Jupiter is our
guru and guide, showing us how we can get through life. Success or life for
most of us means career, so Jupiter indicates our vocation or career, and how
we solve the problems life throws at us. We could also meet a spiritual guide
here.
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Obstacles and Obligations
Here we have Saturn to the plane of the local horizon, and in high focus (very
low altitude), which brings into play the rules, laws, and the particular limits we
face in life - our limitations. If we need to be limited, if we are too other-worldly
or fuzzy in our thinking and need organization and discipline, then this is the
perfect spot, at least for a sobering visit.

But if you are looking for a pleasure cruise, to relax, and let go of your
responsibilities for a bit, then this is about the last place you want to go, for
here your responsibilities will just be more obvious than ever.

The planet Saturn shows us where we have no choice but to learn, the
narrowness that makes our way through life felt, but also the walls that make
our homes possible. Saturn holds us together as much as it separates us.
Saturn represents discipline, organization, order, and always works to limit and
determine our every though, word, and deed.

Drive and Ambition
Mars here is bring into high focus onto the plane of the local horizon (very low
altitude), which puts the emphasis on the inner surge of ambition, motivation,
and energy that drives or spurs us forward in our personal quest for the
meaning of life.

If you lack ambition or are looking for a little bit of get-up-and-go, this would
be super for a visit or even a longer stay, for these locale for you should be
energy-rich, driving you forward in whatever direction you have set your sails.
This might also be an excellent place to get amorous, to pop the question, or
to make your move, for you will have here, the urge.

However, if you are already over-driven and your adrenals are exhausted, this
is not a place to rest up and recuperate. Take note.

Mars represents the energy within us that endlessly creates the space or
atmosphere in which work is possible for us - our 'living' room. It is the urge that
compels of forward to find peace and unity, and thus it is connected not just
to sex, but also to marriage, union, and yoga.  When we speak of passion, it is
Mars we are talking about.
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Values, Likes and Dislikes
This place brings Venus to the plane of the local horizon (very low altitude) puts
the focus on how we appreciate or cherish life and the things and people in it.
All of our more compassionate side is highlighted here, but (take note), so is all
our most venal side, that part of us that wants to acquire, that falls in love with
everything and beautiful that we come across.

This would be a wonderful place to visit or live because beauty in all forms is
enhanced here, and we are able to perceive and cherish so much more than
otherwise. However, this could ruin a person if they got lost in a shopping
binge, or just had to acquire all that they see have value.

At the high end, Venus refers to compassion and universal love, but Venus also
indicates just how we appraise, value, and enjoy life and the things in it. Venus
is synonymous with money, acquisitions, and possessions.

Mind, Words, Thoughts
This place brings the planet Mercury to the plane of the local horizon (very low
altitude) and into sharp focus, which accents all that is mental and clear in
your, a perfect place to speak, write, go to school, study, and anything else to
do with the mind and how to use it. Communication and thinking is
strengthened here.

However, if your mind is stressed, nerves frayed, and your thinking over-clocked
as it is, here is probably not the place to visit or settle down. It will speed up all
mental processes.

Mercury highlights pure awareness, and in its purese form is the light shining in
our eyes, and consciousness itself. It governs all things of the mind: thoughts,
words, and ideas, plus all communications and connections - spoken and
written, by phone, email, letter, and in-person.

You, Yourself, Individuality
This location brings the Sun to the horizon and into high focus. This is a
progressive or forward-looking place, because the Sun not only represents you,
it also represents your future, what you will be or become, in time, and thus
your true identify or real self.

If you are up to the challenge of change, ready to move forward and make
progress with yourself, this would be a great place, at least for a visit and
reminder. But if you need to get out of the sun, to rest up or take it easy, to
beckon the past, and all the nostalgia it brings, this is not the place. The Sun
burns away memories and galvanizes us for the future.

The Sun, as mentioned, is what you look toward and also look up to, so it
stands for elders, authorities, teachers, gurus, and anyone more experienced.
The Sun is your own future light shining like a beacon in time, and is that part of
you that you have not experienced yet.
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Vulnerablity and Intensity
Pluto sitting on the plane of the local horizon (very low altitude) points to power
and lots of it, power to change and transform, but also power to control or be
controlled, so this place is a double-edged sword.

If you yearn to find directness and deep transformative experience, this could
be good, but do think for a moment what real transformation involves, like: you
going through some heavy changes, even if the outcome is good. If you are
looking for change, this is the place.

On the other hand, all of this could be way too much for comfort. You could
be forced to change, finding yourself under the control of a situation or person
that overpowers and subjugates you. This is also the perfect spot for all the
power stuff that politicians find themselves involved in. In other words, this is
probably not an ideal vacation spot for most folks.

Pluto represents deep inner change and transformation, always touching the
raw nerve where we are the most sensitive and vulnerable. If we can't stand to
look change in the eye, Pluto brings it about by force, if necessary. For many
this has to do with our thoughts of death, dying, and what rebirth is all about.
"Touch me if you dare!," is Pluto.

Home and Support Network
Here the Moon is brought to the plane of the local horizon (very low altitude),
which brings into focus all that is feminine, nourishing, and supportive in life,
including the environment from which we came, like motherhood, home,
family, childhood, surroundings, and the past. If you need nurturing, care, and
support, this could happen here, or if you are looking for a nostalgic trip into
the past down memory lane.

However, if you are trying to get free of the past, to get off mother nature's
nurturing and apron strings, and just grow up, this is probably not the place to
go, except just for a visit.

The Moon also represents the world of feelings, emotions, and, the Mind - all
meaning, memory, nostalgia, and history. Remember that the Moon is the
'passive' force, in that the helps helps things to pass and be forgotten, to fade
into the past.
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Directions for Los Angeles,  CA
In a Local Space chart, it is significant when a planet or body such as the Sun
or Moon lines up with any of the four cardinal directions: North, East, South,
and West. When this occurs that body or planet is highlighted or brought into
higher focus and this will serve to strengthen (for better or for worse) the nature
of that particular planet. Here are the planets in this chart that are on or near
the four cardinal compass points.

Directions
You have no planets or bodies close to the four cardinal compass directions,
due east, west, north, or south. By itself this is not particularly meaningful,
except to say there is nothing in high focus directionally in the chart related to
the main compass direction.
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Conjunctions for Los Angeles,  CA
Here we are looking at which of the planets are very close to one another in
the Local Space Chart, suggesting that they are combining their qualities
interdependently with one another. When two planets are brought together
(conjunction) in the Local Space Chart, this not only combines the nature of
the two planets, but brings then both into higher focus, for better or for worse.
Some planet combinations are more harmonious than others. Here are the
combinations that are present in this location along with some idea as to what
they might indicate.

Vision Quest
As a Natal Location:
You have a mind often filled with insights and sudden inspiration, something
like the Vision Quest, and everything New age. You have inspired insights into
music, film, and illumination - mystic vision.

Testing Ideals
As a Natal Location:
You have a lot of ideas and thoughts, when it comes to separating dreams
from reality, and putting your ideals to the test - disciplined compassion.

Practical Insight
As a Natal Location:
You have a mind that is very at home when it comes to breaking through, and
overcoming obstacles. You enjoy making insights and innovations into
something practical, useful - lightning in a bottle.

Love of Ambitions
As a Natal Location:
Very romantic, with ideas and desires of passionate love, sensuality, sex. This
also could inlcudee the urge to acquire, love of action, sports, and strength.
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Local Space Chart

Kristen Stewart
Apr 09, 1990

11:39:00 AM PDT
ZONE: +07:00

118W24'00"
033N55'48"

Pl Geo Lon Decl.
¡ 29Ò ç07' - 63Ò 14'
¢ 21Ò á52' +58Ò 25'
£ 19Ò à10' +53Ò 10'
¤ 01Ò ä41' +40Ò 45'
¥ 09Ò ä29' +30Ò 34'
¦ 07Ò ß40' +08Ò 57'
§ 26Ò ä56' +09Ò 10'
¨ 04Ò å26' - 04Ò 07'
© 02Ò å51' +00Ò 45'
À 23Ò æ38' - 33Ò 15'
« 16Ò ä15' +24Ò 30'
¬ 00Ò ã00' +55Ò 41'
Ù 02Ò ß18' +00' 00"

Closest Aspects
¨Â° 00Ò04's ¨Æ¬ 04Ò26's
©ÃÙ 00Ò33'a £ÃÀ 04Ò28'a
©Â° 01Ò31's ¦Ã© 04Ò48'a
¨Â© 01Ò35's ¢Å§ 05Ò03's
ÙÃ° 02Ò04'a ¡Å° 05Ò15'a
¨ÃÙ 02Ò08'a ¡Å¨ 05Ò19'a
¡Å§ 02Ò11's ¦ÂÙ 05Ò22's
¬ÄÙ 02Ò18'a §ÃÙ 05Ò22'a
¡Ä¤ 02Ò34'a ¢Å« 05Ò38'a
©Æ¬ 02Ò51's §Â© 05Ò56's
£Ä« 02Ò56'a ÀÄ¬ 06Ò22'a
§Æ¬ 03Ò04'a ¥Â« 06Ò46's
¡ÅÙ 03Ò11's ¡Ã¢ 07Ò15'a
¦Ã¨ 03Ò13'a §Â° 07Ò27's
¦Ã° 03Ò17'a §Â¨ 07Ò31's
§ÆÀ 03Ò18'a ¦Ä¬ 07Ò40'a
¡Å© 03Ò44'a £Ä§ 07Ò46's
¬Æ° 04Ò22's ¤Â¥ 07Ò48's

Friday  Apr 09, 1990
11:39:00 AM PDT  +07:00
Los Angeles,  CA
118W24'00"   033N55'48"
LMT: 01:53:36>
ST: 24h56m22s
RAMC: 359Ò06'
Local Apparent Time: 01:52:02
Sunrise (aprox.): 21:48 PDT
Sunset  (aprox.): --:-- 
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Cobán,  Guatemala
Azimuth and Altitude

Moon E.N.E.  18°44  75°01

Sun S.W. 220°36  78°17

Mercury E   8°21  82°04

Venus W.S.W. 202°53  32°47

Mars W.S.W. 203°43  20°51

Jupiter E.N.E.  18°52  26°49

Saturn W.S.W. 200°12   5°49

Uranus W.S.W. 199°34  21°03

Neptune W.S.W. 198°45  16°00

Pluto W.N.W. 149°35  64°13
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Highlights for Cobán,  Guatemala
Here is the main planet and life-area activated in your natal chart. In others,
when we add up all of the significant astrological factors at your birth, this
particular planet (and what it signifies) tops the list, so you do want to pay
careful attention to which planet

Limits and Discipline
This place is Saturn's realm (or satan's in the old-school meaning), so do take
warning. Things here can work for you or against you. If your life needs form or
rules, guidelines, and a more organized or regulated shape, then this could do
the trick, even if only for a quick stay. It will ground you. Life will be naturally be
more responsible here, but will also exact more from you in return. If you are
already running from the law (metaphorically speaking), then don't come
here, for your pace will certainly be arrested, and you will be quick to learn the
obligations of responsibility. You will be pulled up short. For most people, this
would not be a good choice for a vacation spot, but for those who need the
business end of the stick, this might be just what you need to pull together.
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There are many factors to consider when examining the Local Space chart for
a location. When all the analysis is done, usual a few planets are highlighted
for a particular place, and one particular planet as what we could call the
'KEY' to that location.

The following image shows how the top three strongest bodies in this Local
Space chart might combine to create a single message. That message is
shown by an Astro*Image card and the interpretive text.

Intense Thinking:
Basic Idea:
Very rare: disciplined metaphysics -- building new communities. More
common, inhibitions or problems breaking out of conventional (and tired)
spiritual clichés. Finding oneself in opposition to everything 'New Age'.

Relations:
Difficulties finding shared values, common insights and interests. A

clash of spiritual issues.
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Altitude for Cobán,  Guatemala
One of the most powerful local space factors is when a planet or body has
very low altitude and therefore is right on or near the plane of the local horizon.
It is similar to having this body rising or setting in the chart and will make the
particular body much more powerful in the chart (and life), for better or for
worse. An altitude can be above or below your local horizon, by any amount
from zero (on the horizon) to plus or minus 90 degrees.

You will want to study with care any planets with low altitude, with an eye to
whether the nature of the particular body is something you actually want more
of or less of in your life. If the answer is no, then a relocation to such a location
may not be auspicious. However, if this is a quality you would like to have more
of in your life, then you might want to visit the place and check out how it feels
to you.

Obstacles and Obligations
Here we have Saturn to the plane of the local horizon, and in high focus (very
low altitude), which brings into play the rules, laws, and the particular limits we
face in life - our limitations. If we need to be limited, if we are too other-worldly
or fuzzy in our thinking and need organization and discipline, then this is the
perfect spot, at least for a sobering visit.

But if you are looking for a pleasure cruise, to relax, and let go of your
responsibilities for a bit, then this is about the last place you want to go, for
here your responsibilities will just be more obvious than ever.

The planet Saturn shows us where we have no choice but to learn, the
narrowness that makes our way through life felt, but also the walls that make
our homes possible. Saturn holds us together as much as it separates us.
Saturn represents discipline, organization, order, and always works to limit and
determine our every though, word, and deed.
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Drive and Ambition
Mars here is bring into high focus onto the plane of the local horizon (very low
altitude), which puts the emphasis on the inner surge of ambition, motivation,
and energy that drives or spurs us forward in our personal quest for the
meaning of life.

If you lack ambition or are looking for a little bit of get-up-and-go, this would
be super for a visit or even a longer stay, for these locale for you should be
energy-rich, driving you forward in whatever direction you have set your sails.
This might also be an excellent place to get amorous, to pop the question, or
to make your move, for you will have here, the urge.

However, if you are already over-driven and your adrenals are exhausted, this
is not a place to rest up and recuperate. Take note.

Mars represents the energy within us that endlessly creates the space or
atmosphere in which work is possible for us - our 'living' room. It is the urge that
compels of forward to find peace and unity, and thus it is connected not just
to sex, but also to marriage, union, and yoga.  When we speak of passion, it is
Mars we are talking about.

Career or Life Path
Jupiter here is brought onto the plane of the local horizon (very low altitude),
which has to do with success, succession, and simple continuance - how we
manage to continue and get through life. This is a career-friendly location, a
place where problems can be solved and a life path or direction determined.
I could well be worth a visit or even a prolonged stay if you are trying to get
your bearing and set your sails.

This locale is all about practical guidance and decisions, which may suggest
that it would not be the ideal vacation spot if you want to get away from
thinking like a lawyer or don't want to have an angle on everything. In other
words, this is not a 'sense-y" or sensually-oriented spot, so keep that in mind.
This is a figure-it-out and get-guidance place.

One of the Hindu words for Jupiter is "guru," and that tells us a lot. Jupiter is our
guru and guide, showing us how we can get through life. Success or life for
most of us means career, so Jupiter indicates our vocation or career, and how
we solve the problems life throws at us. We could also meet a spiritual guide
here.
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Values, Likes and Dislikes
This place brings Venus to the plane of the local horizon (very low altitude) puts
the focus on how we appreciate or cherish life and the things and people in it.
All of our more compassionate side is highlighted here, but (take note), so is all
our most venal side, that part of us that wants to acquire, that falls in love with
everything and beautiful that we come across.

This would be a wonderful place to visit or live because beauty in all forms is
enhanced here, and we are able to perceive and cherish so much more than
otherwise. However, this could ruin a person if they got lost in a shopping
binge, or just had to acquire all that they see have value.

At the high end, Venus refers to compassion and universal love, but Venus also
indicates just how we appraise, value, and enjoy life and the things in it. Venus
is synonymous with money, acquisitions, and possessions.

You, Yourself, Individuality
This location brings the Sun to the horizon and into high focus. This is a
progressive or forward-looking place, because the Sun not only represents you,
it also represents your future, what you will be or become, in time, and thus
your true identify or real self.

If you are up to the challenge of change, ready to move forward and make
progress with yourself, this would be a great place, at least for a visit and
reminder. But if you need to get out of the sun, to rest up or take it easy, to
beckon the past, and all the nostalgia it brings, this is not the place. The Sun
burns away memories and galvanizes us for the future.

The Sun, as mentioned, is what you look toward and also look up to, so it
stands for elders, authorities, teachers, gurus, and anyone more experienced.
The Sun is your own future light shining like a beacon in time, and is that part of
you that you have not experienced yet.

Mind, Words, Thoughts
This place brings the planet Mercury to the plane of the local horizon (very low
altitude) and into sharp focus, which accents all that is mental and clear in
your, a perfect place to speak, write, go to school, study, and anything else to
do with the mind and how to use it. Communication and thinking is
strengthened here.

However, if your mind is stressed, nerves frayed, and your thinking over-clocked
as it is, here is probably not the place to visit or settle down. It will speed up all
mental processes.

Mercury highlights pure awareness, and in its purese form is the light shining in
our eyes, and consciousness itself. It governs all things of the mind: thoughts,
words, and ideas, plus all communications and connections - spoken and
written, by phone, email, letter, and in-person.
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Imagination and Unity
Neptune on the plane of the local horizon (very low altitude) brings into focus a
more other-worldly experience, an escape to a more dreamy or imaginative
sphere, a place where what unites is stronger than what divides, where all the
fine arts, like music, film, poetry, and the like are enthroned and prospering.

This pot makes for a perfect sojourn into the more spiritual or religious side of
your self, where you could find increased compassion and acceptance of
whatever you have that needs embracing or acceptance.

However, if you are already to fuzzy minded, too lost in the clouds, and
generally not responsible or responding to what you ought to, then do stay
away. In this place you could really go on a bender, not just physically, but
mentally and spiritually as well. You could get lost in the clouds very easily here.

Neptune represents compassion, acceptance, unity, and universal love. "The
dewdrop slips into the shining sea," is what this planet is about, anything to do
with communion, and non-separateness. Neptune rules the imagination,
dreams, mysticism and inspiration, including music, movies, film, and anything
related to our ideas and images.

Insights and Breakthroughs
The planet Uranus brought onto the plane of the local horizon (very low
altitude) highlights discovery, invention, and insights. It is a perfect place if you
really need a breakthrough of some kind or yearn for the strange and unusual,
just something different.

Here it will definitely be easier for you to get out-of-the-box, to break the rules a
bit, and experience the extraordinary or at least the non-conventional.
Adventures and discoveries of all kind could happen here. On the other hand,
if your life is already to 'far out', if you are already struggling to be like everyone
else a little bit more, than you don't want to come here, because this will just
exacerbate the problems you already have.

"To see eternity in a grain of sand," that is Uranus, finding new uses for everyday
objects. It has come to stand for anything out of the ordinary: the unusual,
eccentric, unconventional, novel, and innovative. It also brings
independence, rebellion, and revolution. It is the opposite or undoing of Saturn
rules and regulations.
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Vulnerablity and Intensity
Pluto sitting on the plane of the local horizon (very low altitude) points to power
and lots of it, power to change and transform, but also power to control or be
controlled, so this place is a double-edged sword.

If you yearn to find directness and deep transformative experience, this could
be good, but do think for a moment what real transformation involves, like: you
going through some heavy changes, even if the outcome is good. If you are
looking for change, this is the place.

On the other hand, all of this could be way too much for comfort. You could
be forced to change, finding yourself under the control of a situation or person
that overpowers and subjugates you. This is also the perfect spot for all the
power stuff that politicians find themselves involved in. In other words, this is
probably not an ideal vacation spot for most folks.

Pluto represents deep inner change and transformation, always touching the
raw nerve where we are the most sensitive and vulnerable. If we can't stand to
look change in the eye, Pluto brings it about by force, if necessary. For many
this has to do with our thoughts of death, dying, and what rebirth is all about.
"Touch me if you dare!," is Pluto.

Home and Support Network
Here the Moon is brought to the plane of the local horizon (very low altitude),
which brings into focus all that is feminine, nourishing, and supportive in life,
including the environment from which we came, like motherhood, home,
family, childhood, surroundings, and the past. If you need nurturing, care, and
support, this could happen here, or if you are looking for a nostalgic trip into
the past down memory lane.

However, if you are trying to get free of the past, to get off mother nature's
nurturing and apron strings, and just grow up, this is probably not the place to
go, except just for a visit.

The Moon also represents the world of feelings, emotions, and, the Mind - all
meaning, memory, nostalgia, and history. Remember that the Moon is the
'passive' force, in that the helps helps things to pass and be forgotten, to fade
into the past.
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Directions for Cobán,  Guatemala
In a Local Space chart, it is significant when a planet or body such as the Sun
or Moon lines up with any of the four cardinal directions: North, East, South,
and West. When this occurs that body or planet is highlighted or brought into
higher focus and this will serve to strengthen (for better or for worse) the nature
of that particular planet. Here are the planets in this chart that are on or near
the four cardinal compass points.

Directions
You have no planets or bodies close to the four cardinal compass directions,
due east, west, north, or south. By itself this is not particularly meaningful,
except to say there is nothing in high focus directionally in the chart related to
the main compass direction.
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Conjunctions for Cobán,  Guatemala
Here we are looking at which of the planets are very close to one another in
the Local Space Chart, suggesting that they are combining their qualities
interdependently with one another. When two planets are brought together
(conjunction) in the Local Space Chart, this not only combines the nature of
the two planets, but brings then both into higher focus, for better or for worse.
Some planet combinations are more harmonious than others. Here are the
combinations that are present in this location along with some idea as to what
they might indicate.

Career Support
As a Relocated Location:
Visions of success, new ideas of ways to work with the public, with younger
people, and/or with your own internal support system, to improve it, are
naturally always in the air with you, and in the process of taking fire.

Practical Insight
As a Relocated Location:
You have a mind that is very at home when it comes to breaking through, and
overcoming obstacles. You enjoy making insights and innovations into
something practical, useful - lightning in a bottle.

Love of Ambitions
As a Relocated Location:
Very romantic, with ideas and desires of passionate love, sensuality, sex. This
also could inlcudee the urge to acquire, love of action, sports, and strength.

Vision Quest
As a Relocated Location:
You have a mind often filled with insights and sudden inspiration, something
like the Vision Quest, and everything New age. You have inspired insights into
music, film, and illumination - mystic vision.
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Testing Ideals
As a Relocated Location:
You have a lot of ideas and thoughts, when it comes to separating dreams
from reality, and putting your ideals to the test - disciplined compassion.

Love of Discipline
As a Relocated Location:
You generally have a flood of ideas relating to the love of truth, duty, loyalty,
and dependability, and these fuel the imagination.

Love of Freedom
As a Relocated Location:
You probably always have new plans, visions, and ideas concerning your love
of and concern for anything to do with independence and freedom in
general, or perhaps relating to eccentric or inventive tastes.

Drive for Discipline
As a Relocated Location:
You like to entertain questions of self-discipline, of channeling your drive and
ambitions, anything to do with building a workable engine.

Inspiration
As a Relocated Location:
Your mind is always filled with fresh ideas related to your love of inspirational or
spiritual themes, and also romance. This could  relate to whatever stimulates
your imagination - love, movies, music, poetry, etc.

Urge to Be Free
As a Relocated Location:
You enjoy ideas relating to your ambitions and urges to be different, and tend
to like what is non-conforming or independent.
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Drive for Unity
As a Relocated Location:
You have many ideas relating to acceptance, to embracing life, and
everything connected to the realm of the imagination and inspiration. You are
almost driven to embrace life, in all of its complexity.
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Conjunctions for Cobán,  Guatemala
Traditionally, astrologers wait for planets to move in time through the zodiac
until they come to contact various other planets in the natal chart. Such
movement is called a 'Transit' or a 'Progression." However, by relocation in local
space, we can bring one planet to conjunct (contact) another place in
almost no time, in the time it takes to relocate or drive from the birth place to
the relocated place. This amounts to a transit or progression in space rather
than time and this is one of the most powerful features of local space
astrology.

For example, by relocating to a city, the planet Venus in the relocated chart
might be brought to contact the planet Jupiter in your birth chart. Venus would
by relocation suddenly be at the same point in local space as Jupiter was
when you are born. Jupiter, which often represents the career or life path,
would in this location have contact with Venus, the planet of kindness,
appreciation, values, etc. and this might bring a warmth and appreciation for
the career that was otherwise absent. Here are your Space Transits:

Career Support
Here is a place that could actually affect your career, either bringing it public
recognition it deserves or obscuring it with residue from the past. In either case,
we are talking about something from the past and not the future. It could be
simply the history of what has come before impinging on your present
direction and career, bringing it to prominence or obscuring it with holdovers
from the past.

Practical Insight
This place is probably not your cup of tea, as you may end up feeling
restrained or tied down, your freedom of expression or yourself inhibited or
confined. For those of you looking to channel or discipline their energy might
benefit from a stay here, but for most of us this would be very confining and
restrictive.

Love of Ambitions
Love of the physical and probably also physical love, both are indicated for
this locale, so take note. You may experience greater appreciation for what
moves or drives you (your ambitions), what keeps you going, but this could
also be (as mentioned earlier) simply a love of sex or even sports and
adventure. You value the physical here.
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Vision Quest
If you have yearned for authentic spiritual experiences and breakthroughs of
that kind, you might actually want to camp out here for awhile, because for
your particular chart it does not get better than this place for Vision Quests and
discovering deeply spiritual or religious parts of yourself. This is where the mind
can naturally open up, see what has to be seen, and fold into a deep sense
of the unity of life. This is a wonderful place.

Testing Ideals
This might be a good place to test your ideas or get more practical and down
to earth (a taste of reality), but more likely you would feel deflated and out of
spirits here. This would not be the place to let your imagination loose, takes
flights of fancy, or even enhoy music, poetry, and the arts. Instead, spiritual
and artistic temperaments would probably feel the weight of authority and the
heaviness of law and tradition as a burden.

Love of Discipline
If you have a discipline problem, as in: you don't have any discipline, then
pencil in this spot for your consideration. Or if you hate rules and regulations
and all that they entail, then you could feel differently in this location, for here
you will crave discipline and all its rules and regulations or at the very least
appreciate what it is all about. Appreciating authority, really valuing it is what
this place is all about.

Love of Freedom
This could be a very invigorating place to be for you, one where you just
naturally feel free and somehow liberated, a place where you really value
freedom over simply conforming to senseless rules and regulations. Here you
care more for the exception than the rule, don't have to conform, and where
being a little different or out-of-the-box feels just fine. You love your freedoms.

Drive for Discipline
In this location, you will naturally find that you have more drive and ambition
for self-discipline, for organizing your world, even to the point of creating your
own rules and regulations for taking care of business. This could involve
reaching out to authorities, to superiors, and elders, asking for advice and
inviting discipline.
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Inspiration
If you sometimes wish for something just a little more imaginative, you have to
go here, for in this spot you will positively love all things imaginative and spiritual
(or religious) experience in general. In this place, you will find a natural
appreciation and love for such corny ideas as brotherly love, world peace,
and unity. The result will be a more compassionate you, someone who cares
more deeply than you can remember.

Urge to Be Free
If you sometimes feel you are just a little too staid and need to spice things up,
here is a good spot to step over the line, out of the box, and dare to be a little
different. In this location you can easily assert more independence, court a bit
of the unusually, develop some eccentricities. You get the idea. However, if
you are already obviously a little too unusual, you probably don't want to go
here.

Drive for Unity
Here you may find that you really feel the need for a sense of unity with the
world and those around you, call it spiritual experience or what have you. Your
imagination and sense of being part of something greater than yourself will be
enhanced in this place, along with the urge to simplify your life, and to
experience for yourself what many of the world's mystics have been
describing. Music, film, poetry, and all of the arts will take on an added
meaning for you here.
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This completes the Local Space Relocation Report for your natal location and
a city you selected as a possible place to visit and/or for relocation. Both of
these places have been examined for directional, horizon focus, key planet
activity, and space transits, so that you can easily see what planets and areas
of your life are enhanced in these spots or played down.

Local Space is a powerful way to get a sense of what you might experience in
different locations, and how you might or might not fit in. In addition, a list of
major U.S. cities are included with an indication what might happen in each of
them. You can also study the enclosed map, making sure to look at the lines
in your Local Space chart for the planets that might interest you that go near
them.
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Here is a list of major cities in the United State, along with some brief keywords if
they figure in your natal chart significantly. These cities are also fairly evenly
distributed in difference sections of the map, to give you some sign of planet
activity in that region, in case you are interested in other towns nearby. You
may wish to have a Local Space report for additional locations.

Bogotá, Colombia
Mercury   6°18 The Mind, Words, Communication.
Pluto   1°50 Intensity, Transformation, Vulnerability.
Sun  26°24 Self, Identity, Future.

Cobán, Guatemala
Mercury  10°07 The Mind, Words, Communication.
Moon  29°50 Resources, Support, Public.
Sun  22°35 Self, Identity, Future.
Pluto   5°39 Intensity, Transformation, Vulnerability.

Córdoba, Argentina
Pluto  22°07 Intensity, Transformation, Vulnerability.
Moon  13°22 Resources, Support, Public.
Mercury  26°35 The Mind, Words, Communication.
Sun   6°07 Self, Identity, Future.
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Havana, Cuba
Pluto  14°17 Intensity, Transformation, Vulnerability.
Mercury   9°49 The Mind, Words, Communication.

La Paz, Bolivia
Mercury  18°56 The Mind, Words, Communication.
Moon  21°01 Resources, Support, Public.
Pluto  14°28 Intensity, Transformation, Vulnerability.
Sun  13°46 Self, Identity, Future.

Lima, Peru
Mercury  22°54 The Mind, Words, Communication.
Pluto  18°26 Intensity, Transformation, Vulnerability.
Sun   9°48 Self, Identity, Future.
Moon  17°03 Resources, Support, Public.

Mendoza, Argentina
Sun   2°09 Self, Identity, Future.
Moon   9°24 Resources, Support, Public.
Pluto  26°05 Intensity, Transformation, Vulnerability.

Puente Alto, Chile
Pluto  27°43 Intensity, Transformation, Vulnerability.
Moon   7°46 Resources, Support, Public.
Sun   0°31 Self, Identity, Future.

Rosario, Argentine
Moon  14°27 Resources, Support, Public.
Sun   7°12 Self, Identity, Future.
Pluto  21°02 Intensity, Transformation, Vulnerability.
Mercury  25°30 The Mind, Words, Communication.
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Los Angeles,  CA  118W24'00"  033N55'48"
Orb from Planet Lines

The Sun is the
Self, identity,
future, father,
authority, men,
teachers, elders.

The Sun

The Moon is our
support system,
mourishment, past,
habits, memory,
public, mother,
and womb. The Moon

Mercury is the light
in our eyes, the
mind, ideas, study,
communications,
connections,
and thoughts. Mercury

Venus is love,
loving, values,
valuing, caring,
appraisal, money,
appreciation, and
compassion. Venus

Mars is drive and
motivation, what
moves us to
action, ambition,
and the search
for union. Mars

Jupiter is the life
path and career,
vocation, success,
guidance and
guru, the way we
go through life. Jupiter

Saturn is the law,
discipline, authority,
and responsibility.
Also limitations,
determination,
and obstacles. Saturn

Uranus is freedom
and innovation
insights and
inventions,
break-throughs,
the unusual. Uranus

Neptune is unity,
imatination, and
communion, also
music, movies,
and spirituality
of all kinds. Neptune

Pluto is transformation,
vulnerability, and deep
inner change, and
sensitivity, alchemy,
and identification. Also
control and force. Pluto

Santiago 000°35'
Tijuana 001°54'
Puerto Vallarta 006°23'
Buenos Aires 007°20'
Lima 009°49'
Mexico City 018°25'
Rio de Janeiro 024°50'
Panamá 026°03'
Bogotá 026°25'
Brasília 027°48'

Peking 007°56'
San Francisco 008°13'
Hanoi 013°16'
Shanghai 016°57'
Hong Kong 018°34'
Tokyo 023°08'
Singapore 026°25'
Manila 028°58'

Cancún 002°40'
Salvador, BRZ 002°47'
Caracas 005°15'
Tucson 005°58'
Cape Town 006°43'
San Antonio 009°41'
Havana 009°49'
Galveston 012°38'
Austin 013°00'
Houston 013°27'
San Juan 014°31'
Tempe 015°32'

Springfield 000°26'
Philadelphia 000°30'
Lancaster 000°33'
Pittsburgh 001°08'
Lafayette 001°30'
New York 001°55'
Cleveland 003°17'
Toledo 003°47'
South Bend 004°14'
Boston 004°53'
Chicago 004°55'
Swampscott 005°05'

Auckland 009°25' Sydney 003°23'
Auckland 016°55'

Sydney 001°48'
Auckland 015°20'
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